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Abstract

Reliable communication in injured hypercubes with faulty links�nodes using directed safety

levels is studied in this paper� In this approach� each node u in an n�dimensional hypercube

�n�cube� is associated with a sequence of directed safety levels� A directed safety level asso�

ciated with node u is an approximated measure of broadcast capability of performing optimal

broadcasting from u in an �n � ���subcube containing u� By optimal broadcasting� we mean

that the broadcast message reaches each destination through a shortest path �i�e�� the length

of each path is equal to the Hamming distance between the source and destination�� Directed

safety levels are based on a special coding scheme generalized from Wu�s safety level model and

are calculated through n� � rounds of information exchanges and updates among neighboring

nodes� In this model� fault information of nodes within distance�d is precisely represented to

better capture link faults� whereas fault information of nodes outside distance�d is approximated

as in the regular safety level model� Optimal broadcasting at node u is guaranteed if node u

is globally safe� which is de	ned in terms of the directed safety levels associated with u� The

directed safety level model with d 
 � or d 
 � has the same asymptotic complexity as the reg�

ular safety level model� Simulation results show a signi	cant improvement in terms of optimal

broadcast capability in injured hypercubes�

�This work was supported in part by NSF grants CCR ������� and ANI ��������
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� Introduction

Several experimental and commercial multicomputers use the direct�connected network based on the

hypercube topology because of its desirable topological properties� which include regular structure�

embedability� and relatively small diameters ��� ��� ��� ���	 An n�dimensional hypercube 
also

called n�cube� consists of exactly �n processors� which can be addressed distinctively by n�bit

binary numbers	 Two nodes are directly connected by a link if and only if their binary addresses

di�er in exactly one bit position	 Several research prototypes and systems have been built in the

past two decades� such as NCUBE�� ���� Intel iPSC ����� and the Connection Machine ��	 The

more recently built SGI Origin ���� ��� uses a variation of the hypercube topology	

E�cient broadcasting ��� of data can positively a�ect the performance of a multiprocessor sys�

tem	 Basically� broadcasting is the process of transmitting data from one node� called the source

node� to all the other nodes	 Broadcasting provides basic functions to implement distributed agree�

ment ���� clock synchronization ����� and broadcast�and�aggregate type algorithms ���	 Because of

its optimality and ease of implementation� the binomial tree ���� is frequently used to implement

optimal broadcasting in hypercubes	 By optimal broadcasting� we mean that the broadcast mes�

sage reaches each destination through a shortest path 
i	e	� the length of each path is equal to

the Hamming distance between the source and destination�	 The binomial�tree�based broadcasting

ensures that the broadcast message is forwarded to each destination once and only once through a

shortest path	 The unique matching of hypercube and binomial tree structures facilitates a simple

implementation of broadcasting in hypercubes	

An injured hypercube is a connected hypercube with faulty nodes and�or links	 Optimal broad�

casting in an injured hypercube is de�ned as successful broadcasting of the message to all the

nonfaulty nodes through shortest paths	 An incomplete binomial tree is normally used to im�

plement an optimal broadcast process	 An incomplete binomial tree in an injured n�cube is a

connected subtree of an n�level binomial tree with the same root node that connects all the non�

faulty nodes through shortest paths	 Note that the existence of an optimal broadcasting from a

particular node in an injured hypercube depends on several factors� the number and type of faults

and the distribution of faults	 An r�node ��� is a node that� when used as the source node� can

lead to the generation of at least one incomplete binomial tree	 Determining the r�node status in a

given injured hypercube is conjectured to be an NP�complete problem	 Therefore� e�orts have been

directed to �nd a subset of r�nodes based on approximation	 The challenge is to �nd the largest

possible subset using a simple and e�cient method� especially in a distributed and asynchronous

hypercube multicomputer	
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In an injured hypercube� we assume that faulty nodes�links occur 
recover� dynamically	 Most

existing works focus on local distribution of information about fault occurrence�recovery rather

than global distribution	 This is done through a localized marking process ���� where each nonfaulty

node is marked either safe or unsafe based on the safety status of its neighbors	 When a node is

marked safe� the optimal broadcast from that node is guaranteed	 In general� the concept of safe

node requires a much stronger condition than that of r�node	 Therefore� the safe node set ��� is

a relatively small subset of the r�node set	 The safe node set can be decided in O
n�� rounds of

information exchanges among neighboring nodes	 Note that the marking process itself does not

need to be synchronous	 However� the scheme in ��� can only be used for injured n�cubes with fewer

than dn� e node failures	 That is� there are cases where no safe nodes exist in an injured n�cube

with more than dn� e faulty nodes	 Wu and Fernandez ���� gave a re�ned de�nition of safe node by

relaxing certain conditions� and hence� increasing the size of the safe node set	 The process that

identi�es node status needs fewer rounds than that of Lee and Hayes� safe node model in general	

However� it still requires O
n�� rounds in the worst case	

Wu ��� proposed the concept of safety level� where each node in an n�cube is associated with a

safety level l 
an integer�	 A ��safe node corresponds to a faulty node with the lowest level of safety�

while an n�safe node 
also referred to as a safe node� corresponds to the highest level of safety	 The

safety level model has the following property� If the safety level of node u is l 
� � l � n�� there

exists a spanning incomplete binomial tree rooted at u in any m�subcube 
with m � l� containing

u	 Clearly� when l � n� an incomplete binomial tree rooted at u exists in the n�cube� and thus� node

u can be used to carry out an optimal broadcast	 In other words� a safe node in the safety level

model is an r�node	 The safety level of each node can be calculated in n� � rounds in the worst

case	 The asymptotic complexity of the safety level model at each node is O
n��� since the cost of

each round is O
n�	 The safety level model can capture over ��� of r�nodes for n
� ����cubes with

k
� n� faulty nodes	 However� the safety level model is not e�ective in handling link faults where

two end nodes of each faulty link are treated faulty	 In addition� the optimal broadcast capability

reduces quickly as the number of faults increases� especially when the number is more than the

dimension of the hypercube	

To provide a physical interpretation of the safety level� we envision a tra�c control system within

a city� where the street layout can be considered as a network topology	 Each tra�c congestion

occurrence�recovery on a street and at an intersection can be viewed as a fault occurrence�recovery

at a link and a node� respectively	 Instead of �ooding new tra�c update� such information is

spread locally through a marking process where the status of each intersection depends on the

status of its neighbors� and is spread only to some �critical� intersections in the neighborhood	 An
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intersection is critical if a wrong turn made at the intersection will prevent a driver from reaching the

destination through a shortest path	 Speci�cally� each intersection has a safety level 
k�� indicating

any destination within k hops from the intersection can be reached through a shortest path	 In

addition� the safety level can be used as a �guide� to �nd a shortest path	 The marking process

should not be overly �conservative� 
a zero safety level assignment is always a safe choice� but it

does not allow any tra�c �ow�	 Instead the safety status derived from the marking process should

closely re�ect the optimal routing�broadcasting capability	 On the other hand� unlike the Bellman�

Ford approach of deriving shortest paths through many iterative updates� the marking process�

as an approximation� should be localized without long sequential information propagation	 It has

been shown in ��� that on the average� the safety level of each node can be calculated within � or

� rounds in ��cubes and ���cubes under various fault distributions	

In this paper� we extend the the safety level model to make the safe node set closer to the r�node

set	 In addition� the model covers link faults e�ectively	 All this is done without increasing the

complexity of the original safety level model� i	e	� O
n��	 In the extended safety level model� each

node u is associated with a sequence of directed safety levels	 Each directed safety level corresponds

to the broadcast capability of performing optimal broadcasting in a particular subcube from node

u	 Speci�cally� directed safety levels associated with node u are for 
n� ���dimensional subcubes

only 
there are n such subcubes that contain node u�	 A global safety level is then de�ned based

on directed safety levels	 In addition� the computation procedure for safety levels keeps exact fault

information within distance�d 
to better capture link faults� and approximates fault information

outside distance�d 
like in the regular safety level model�	 We show that the complexity will not

increase when d � �	 One of the main reasons for using d � � is to handle link faults more e�ectively

as will be discussed later	 Simulation results show a signi�cant improvement in terms of optimal

broadcast capability in an injured hypercube� that is� the safe node set is very close to the r�node

set under di�erent combinations of link�node faults	 Recently� another directed safety node model

has been proposed for both unicasting ���� and broadcasting ����	 However� this model is built on

Lee and Hayes� original safety node concept and� hence� it is weaker that the model proposed in

this paper	

Note that another possible approach is based on routing tables by applying the Bellman�Ford

algorithm� where each node maintains a routing table containing shortest path information to

each destination	 However� routing tables converge more slowly than safety levels ���� especially

in a dynamic system	 Formation of safety levels is free from the looping problem exhibited in

routing tables	 Also� a shortest path to each destination in a routing table associated with u does

not guarantee the existence of an incomplete binomial tree rooted at u	 In the absence of an
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incomplete binomial tree� the broadcast process is more complicated unless it is implemented as a

multiple�unicast 
i	e	� broadcast message is sent to each destination individually as one unicast�	

The paper is organized as follows� Section � reviews concepts of hypercubes� binomial�tree�

based broadcasting� and safety level model	 Section � presents the proposed directed safety level

model	 Simulation results are provided in Section �	 The paper concludes in Section 	

� Preliminaries

��� Hypercubes

In an n�cube Qn� a node u is represented 
addressed� as u�u����un��� where uk� k � �� �� ���� n � ��

is called the k�dimensional bit	 Two nodes are connected if and only if their addresses di�er in one

bit	 uk represents the neighbor of node u along dimension k	 Each m�dimensional subcube Qm


or m�subcube� has a unique address q�q� � � � qn�� with qk � f�����g� where exactly m bits take

the value �� which is a don�t care symbol that can be either � or �	

��� Binomial�tree�based broadcasting

An n�level binomial tree� Bn� is recursively de�ned as follows� 
�� Any tree consisting of a single

node is a B� tree	 
�� Suppose that T and T � are disjoint Bn�� trees for n � �	 Then the tree

obtained by adding an edge to make the root of T become the left most o�spring of the root T � is

a Bn tree	

De�nition �� A spanning incomplete binomial tree Bn in an injured n�cube is a connected subtree

of an n�level binomial tree with the same root node that connects all the nonfaulty nodes in the

n�cube�

Figure � 
b� shows an injured ��cube with a spanning incomplete binomial tree rooted at node

���� where faulty nodes are represented by black nodes	 One property of a spanning incomplete

binomial tree is that starting from the root and following the tree each nonfaulty node can be

reached through a Hamming�distance path� i	e	� a shortest path	

Binomial�tree�based broadcasting follows a binomial tree to carry out the broadcast process	

An n�level binomial tree Bn can also be recursively de�ned as a tree with one root node and n

disjoint subtrees Bn��� Bn��� 			� B�� and B�	 The root node connects the roots of these n subtrees	
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Figure �� 
a� An injured ��cube and 
b� a spanning incomplete binomial tree rooted at ���	

This recursive de�nition of Bn provides us an easy way to determine an r�node	 Basically� node

u is an r�node in Bn if and only if its neighbors can generate n disjoint subtrees Bn��� Bn��� 			�

B�� and B�� where each Bk is an incomplete spanning binomial tree of a subcube Q
�

k in a partition

fQ
�

n��� Q
�

n��� ���� Q
�

�� Q
�

�� ug of Qn	 This property of binomial tree will serve as a basis for the safety

level model discussed later	 The partitioning of a cube 
subcube� depends on a coordinate sequence


cs� associated with each node	 Basically� cs� i�i����in is a permutation of bit positions and it

de�nes the dimension order a given cube 
subcube� is partitioned at a given node	 In Figure � 
a��

the cs at ��� is ���	 Therefore� the dimension order is dimension �� dimension �� and dimension �	

The ��cube ��� at ��� is partitioned into ��� and ��� along dimension � �rst	 ��� 
that does not

contain ���� is then partitioned into ��� and ��� along dimension �	 Finally� ��� is partitioned into

��� and ��� 
root�	 That is� � � ��f� � �� ���� ���� ���g	 B�� B�� and B� are incomplete spanning

binomial trees of subcubes � � �� ���� and ���� respectively	 Figure � 
a� shows the broadcast

process rooted at node ��� based on the binomial tree of Figure � 
b�	 A simple header encoding

scheme can be adopted where � � � and ��� are destination subcubes forwarded to neighbors ���

and ���� respectively	 Neighbor ��� is faulty and there is no need of forwarding the message to it	

In general� the broadcasting of Qn at source node u with a given cs consists of the following

steps� 
�� Partition the Qn into� Q
�

n��� Q
�

n��� ���� Q
�

�� at source node u with respect to cs� i�i����in	


�� Send subcube Q
�

n�k to uik � k � �� �� ���� n	 
�� Repeat steps 
�� and 
�� to each Q
�

n�k at node

uik with the same cs or a di�erent one	

To send address of subcube Q
�

n�k from u to uik � it is not necessary to send the string of 
�� �� ��

which corresponds to the subcube	 We only need a representation that can indicate the locations

of those � in Q
�

n�k	 In the following algorithm� an n�bit control word LABEL is used to represent
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a subcube	 In LABEL each bit is either � or � with each � corresponding to a � in the subcube	

Safety�level�based broadcast

f At node u of an n�cube with cs� i�i����in g

begin

if u � source node

then for k � � to n LABEL�k� �� �

for k � � to n

if LABEL�ik� �� �

then begin

LABEL�ik� �� ��

send the broadcast data and LABEL to uik

end

end�

Broadcasting to all the neighbors of a given node is performed by a sequence of splitting and

sending subcubes	 A subcube is split by assigning the value � to a particular ��bit in LABEL and

that new label together with the broadcast data is immediately sent to the appropriate neighbor	

The splitting process continues on the new LABEL which corresponds to a new subcube one

dimension less than the previous subcube	 In fault�free hypercubes� cs can be selected arbitrarily	

However� cs at each node has to be carefully determined to guarantee an incomplete spanning

binomial tree in an injured hypercube	 One way to select cs is based on the safety level model	

��� Safety levels

The safety level model is a labeling scheme that assigns a label to each node in a given n�cube	

Labels are used to capture fault information in the neighborhood	 Each label must satisfy the

following property�

Embedding property� If the label of node u is l �the node is called l�safe�� then u can be the root

of a spanning incomplete binomial tree in any m�subcube �m � l� containing u of a given injured

hypercube�

Speci�cally� when the safety level of a node is an integer l� it is a measure of binomial�tree
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embedability of the node	 Clearly� a node is an r�node if its safety level is n in an n�cube	 The

safety level of node u is l if u can embed binomial tree Bl in any l�subcube Ql 
that contains u�	

This can be done by partitioning Ql into fQ
�

l��� Q
�

l��� ���� Q
�

�� Q
�

�� ug and each Q
�

k can generate a

Bk rooted at the neighbor of u� that is� the safety level of that neighbor is at least k	

De�nition � ���� The safety level of a faulty node is �� For a nonfaulty node u� let 
nsi� � nsi� � nsi� �

���� nsin���� nsik � f�� �� �� ���� ng� be a nondescending safety level sequence of node u�s neighbors in

an n�cube� The safety level of node u is de�ned by the following decision process� if 
nsi� � nsi� � nsi� �

���� nsin��� � 
�� �� �� ���� n � ��� then s
u� � n else if 
nsi� � nsi� � nsi� � ���� nsin�l� � 
�� �� �� ���� l� �


nsil�� � l� then s
u� � l � ��

In the above de�nition� seq� � seq� if and only if each element in seq� is greater than or equal

to the corresponding element in seq�	 Note that 
�� �� �� ���� n � �� in De�nition � is also called a

reference sequence for the decision process	 The safety level of a nonfaulty node is initialized to n

and the safety level of a faulty node is initialized to �	 Two end nodes of a faulty link are considered

faulty	

The safety level of each node in Figure � 
a� is shown inside with cycle 
representing a node�	

The following shows details of deriving the safety level for node ��� of Figure �	 Two rounds of

updates are shown and each update is based on neighbor safety levels 
ns�� ns�� ns�� obtained at

the current round	 Initially� the safety level for node ��� 
and every nonfaulty node� is �	 In round

�� 
ns�� ns�� ns�� � 
�� �� ��	 Since 
�� �� �� � 
�� �� ��� s
���� � �	 After round �� the safety level of

the neighbor ��� 
along dimension �� drops to �	 Hence� 
ns�� ns�� ns�� � 
�� �� �� after round �	

Since 
�� �� �� � 
�� �� ��� s
������ still holds	 As shown in Figure � 
a�� all nonfaulty nodes 
except

���� are safe 
with a safety level of ��	 It has been shown ��� that the safety level is well�de�ned

and satis�es the embedding property� i	e	� an n�safe node 
called safe� is an r�node	 Other nodes

are called unsafe	

With the safety level model� the broadcast algorithm can be modi�ed as follows� If the source

node is safe then apply the safety�level�based broadcast algorithm with cs of node u �source or an

intermediate node� being a nonascending safety level sequence of u�s neighbors	 If the source node

is unsafe� the broadcast can start from a safe neighbor 
such a neighbor always exists as long as

the number of node faults is less than n ����	

However� the safety level model cannot be used if there is no safe node in the cube	 Figures �


a� and 
b� show two examples of injured ��cubes without any safe nodes	 Again� the safety level

of each node is placed inside the circle representing the node	 In particular� the safety level is not

e�ective in handling link faults	 As shown in Figure � 
b�� the highest safety level is � while many
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Figure �� Injured ��cubes without safe nodes� 
a� node faults� 
b� a mix of node and link faults	

nodes in this example are r�nodes	

The following results show the complexity of the safety level model	 Results in ��� show that

the safety level can be calculated in a few rounds 
� or � when the number of faults is less than the

dimension� in average and n� � in the worst case 
Lemma �a�	 The complexity of decision process

is O
n�� at each node as shown in Theorem �	

Lemma �a� At the kth round of the decision process� nodes and only the nodes that are k�safe

change their labels �from a high level� to k�

Proof� We prove this lemma using mathematical induction on k	 When k � �� there are at least

two faulty 
��level� neighboring nodes for any ��safe node based on the safety level de�nition	 Also�

based on the de�nition that s � m � � if 
nsi� � nsi� � ���� nsim� � 
�� �� ����m� and nsim��
� m� for

a node to change to 
m � ���safe with m �� � there must be at least one neighbor that is m�safe	

However� all nodes are initialized to � or n	 Therefore� nodes and only nodes that are ��safe change

their status at round one	 Assume that the lemma holds for all k�safe nodes� k � l� exactly k

rounds are required for these nodes to stabilize their status	 Based on the safety level de�nition�

an 
l� ���safe node can identify its status once all its neighbors with safety levels lower than l� �

have the stable status	 By induction� exactly after the lth round all those neighbors are stabilized	
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To prove that only nodes that are 
l����safe stablize� we only need to observe the fact that for an


m� ���safe node with m � l to stablize at round 
l � �� at least one neighbor�s status should be

m	 Based on induction assumption� it is impossible to have a stable m�safe node within l rounds


with l � m�	 �

As a simple corollary of Lemma �a� at most n � � rounds of decision process are needed�

therefore� the calculation procedure� that consists of one round of initialization and n � � rounds

of decision process� correctly determines safety levels for all nodes	

Lemma �b� At each round of the decision process� each node can sort safety levels of neighbors in

O
n��

Proof� Since safety levels can take up to n distinct values� counting sort that has a complexity of

O
n� can be applied	 Basically� safety levels of neighbors can be placed in n ordered boxes 
one for

each distinct value�	 The leftmost box holds safety levels of � and the rightmost box holds safety

levels of n	 Re�scanning safety levels in these boxes from left to right will generate sorted safety

levels of neighbors	 �

Actually� at the k�th round� only those safety levels of neighbors that are no less than k need

to be sorted	 However� overall complexity in the worst case is still O
n�	

Theorem �� The complexity of the calculation procedure for safety level is O
n�� at each node�

Proof� Safety level initialization takes O
�� for each node	 The decision process at each node

consists of two steps� sort the safety levels of its neighbors and update its safety level	 Based on

Lemma �b� sorting takes O
n�	 Update is based on comparing two n�element sequences and it

takes n steps	 The decision process is repeated n � � times to derive the �nal safety level 
based

on Lemma �b�	 Therefore� the overall complexity is O
n��� �

� Proposed Model

��� Basic ideas

We aim to devise a good labeling scheme that generates a larger safe node set than does the safety

level model and that is close to the r�node set	 Moreover� if a node u is not an r�node� we try to

�nd a maximum k such that node u is the r�node of any m�subcube 
with m � k� containing u	

Such a node is called an r�k�node	 Clearly� the safety level 
l� of an r�k�node is no more than k	
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Figure �� A new coding method	

The closer l to k� the better the approximation of node status of its neighbors	 The challenge here

is to design a simple labeling scheme� and at the same time� to meet the embedding property	 Our

approach consists of the following two steps 
see Figure ���

�	 Each node knows exact fault information within distance�d	 A node can be labeled precisely

if it is an r�k�node such that k � d	

�	 Fault information outside distance�d is approximated	 The label is approximated using the

safety level model if a node is an r�k�node such that k � d	

A new labeling scheme is used in the proposed model	 In addition to the safety level 
SL�

model that assigns one integer to each node� the directed safety level 
DSL� model is introduced

that assigns a vector of integers to each node	 The directed safety level is an extension of the safety

level by determining n safety levels� one for each 
n � ���subcube containing u 
a total of n such

subcubes exist in an n�cube�	 Two initializations are used that correspond to distance�� information

and distance�� information� respectively	 Therefore� there are four schemes� SL
�� 
regular safety

level�� SL
��� DSL
��� and DSL
��	 For models with d � �� the corresponding complexity 
both in

time and space� is too high	 Also� although theoretically each node u can maintain directed safety

levels for all 
n� c��subcubes containing u� with c � �� the corresponding complexity is again too

high	 Therefore� all these general cases will not be considered in this paper	 Note that a concept

similar to directed safety levels has been studied in ���	 Our approach here is more general with

distance�d fault information at each node	
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��� SL���

Safety levels based on d � � initialization can be calculated in a manner similar to that for d � �

initialization	 The main purpose of using d � � initialization is to handle link faults more e�ectively	

In this model� each node knows the exact broadcast capability of neighbors that are within � hops	

For node u� its safety level s is initialized as follows� 
�� s is set to � if node u is faulty or there

is an adjacent faulty link� otherwise� 
�� s is set to � if node u cannot reach a distance�� node v�

i	e	� two shortest paths from u to v are blocked by faulty nodes and�or links	 
�� s is set to n for all

other cases	 Node u is an assigned node if its safety level is initialized to either � or �� otherwise�

it is called an unassigned node	

The safety level of an assigned node is that assigned in the initialization	 The safety level of

an unassigned node is based on safety levels of its neighbors	 Suppose nsk is the safety level of

u�s neighbor along dimension k	 Node u gets n safety levels� nsi� � nsi� � nsi� � nsi� �			� nsn��� from n

neighbors	 The following decision process with reference sequence 
�� �� �� �� ���� n � �� is applied�

� Arrange safety levels of its neighbors in a nondescending sequence 
nsi� � nsi� � nsi� � nsi� �

���� nsin���	

� If 
nsi� � nsi� � nsi� � nsi� � ���� nsin��� � 
�� �� �� �� ���� n� ��� then s � n	

� If 
nsi� � nsi� � nsi� � nsi� � ���� nsil� � 
�� �� �� �� ���� l� and nsil�� � l� then s � l � �	

In reference sequence 
�� �� �� �� ���� n� ��� the �rst two elements are masked since safety levels

of � and � have been initialized	 Because the highest safety level 
n� and two lowest safety levels


� and �� are derived after the initialization phase� a total of n� � rounds of iteration are needed	

Again� a node is safe if it has a safety level of n� otherwise� it is called unsafe	 The complete

calculation for SL
�� is as follows�

In order to show the superiority of the proposed model over the regular safety level model in

terms of better handling of link faults� let us consider node ���� of Figure � 
b�	 Under the regular

safety level model� the safety level of ���� is �� because it has two adjacent faulty neighbors ����

and ���� 
end node of a faulty link�	 However� by inspection ���� can reach any nonfaulty node

within � hops	 Under the proposed model� node ���� will not be initialized to � and its �nal safety

level is �	 The safety levels of nodes in Figure � 
b� 
from � to �� under SL
�� are� �� �� �� �� �� ��

�� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 Note that SL
�� is the same as SL
�� when the hypercube contains node

faults only 
as in Figure � 
a��	

��



Calculation procedure for SL���

�	 Initialize the safety level for each node	 This can be done based on distance�� information

through two rounds of information exchanges among neighbors	

�	 Use the decision process with reference sequence 
�� �� �� �� ���� n � �� to update each safety

level for an unassigned node based on safety levels of n neighbors	

�	 Repeat step �	 n� � times	

�	 The safety level of an assigned node is its initial value and the safety level of an unassigned

node is the one decided by the 
n� ���round decision process	

Theorem �� The complexity of the calculation procedure for SL
�� is O
n���

Proof� In step �� each node collects distance�� information in two rounds of information exchanges

among neighbors	 There are O
n�� distance�� neighbors and the reachability to each neighbor can

be checked in constant time� and hence� step � takes O
n��	 The other three steps are the same as

those in the regular safety level model with d � � initialization	 Therefore� the overall complexity

of the calculation procedure is still O
n��	 �

��� DSL���

In the directed safety level model� each node u keeps a safety level for each 
n � ���subcube

containing u	 Therefore� the directed safety level model o�ers a better approximation than the

regular safety level model	 Each node u in an n�cube is associated with n directed safety levels�


s�� s�� ���� sn���� where sk� k � �� �� ���� n � �� is called node u�s directed safety level excluding

dimension k	 Each directed safety level sk indicates the broadcast capability of the current node

in the 
n� ���subcube generated from the partition of the n�cube along dimension k	 For example�

suppose u � ��� in a ��cube� s�� s�� and s� represent broadcast capability in subcubes � � �� ����

and � � �� respectively	 Once the directed safety levels are obtained through rounds of information

exchanges among neighbors� an adjustment process is applied to generate adjusted directed safety

levels 
ADSL�� denoted as 
as�� as�� ���� asn���	 ADSL corresponds to a nondescending directed

safety level sequence of neighbors based on a particular hypercube partition	 Finally� a global

safety level 
GSL�� s� is derived from the decision process with ADSL being the reference sequence	

��



Figure �� 
a� Directed safety level nskk excluding dimension k	 
b� Selecting a partition dimension

p in the adjustment process	

Directed safety levels o�er a �ner model of approximation 
i	e	� broadcast capability within each


n����subcube�	 Once a node knows the broadcast capability of its neighbors in di�erent subcubes�

global safety level can be derived which is the broadcast capability in the whole n�cube	

Directed safety levels of a nonfaulty node are initialized to 

n � ��� 
n � ��� ���� 
n � ��� and

directed safety levels of a faulty node are initialized to 
�� �� ���� ��	 Two end nodes of a faulty

link are considered faulty	 The calculation of directed safety levels of a nonfaulty node is based

on directed safety levels of its neighbors	 Suppose ns
k� � 
nsk�� nsk�� ���� nsk�n���� are directed

safety levels of node uk 
u�s neighbor along dimension k�� where nskj is u
k�s directed safety level

excluding dimension j	 The directed safety level excluding dimension k for node uk� nskk� is called

the relevant directed safety level RDSL of neighbor uk with respect to node u	 Figure � 
a� illustrates

the meaning of nskk	 Basically� if the n�cube is partitioned into Qn�� 
containing u� and Q
�

n��

along dimension k� nskk is the directed safety level of uk 
neighbor of u along dimension k� in

subcube Q
�

n��	 Node u gets n RDSL�s from n neighbors� ns��� ns��� 			� ns�n����n���	 Then sk is

de�ned by the following decision process with reference sequence 
�� �� ���� n � ���

� Arrange directed safety levels of neighbors in fns��� ns��� ���� nsk��k��� nsk��k��� ���� nsn��n��g

in a nondescending sequence fnsi�i� � nsi�i� � ���� nsin��in��g	

� If 
nsi�i� � nsi�i� � ���� nsin��in��� � 
�� �� ���� n � �� then sk � n� �	

� If 
nsi�i� � nsi�i� � ���� nsilil� � 
�� �� ���� l� and nsil��il�� � l� then sk � l � �	

Note that nskk is not included in the decision process for sk since dimension k is excluded in

the corresponding 
n����subcube	 Because the highest directed safety level 
n��� and the lowest

directed safety level 
�� are derived after initialization� a total of n�� rounds of the above updates

are needed	 sk�s have at most � distinct values and they can be calculated in O
n�� as will be

discussed later in Lemma �a	

We use node ���� of Figure � 
b� to show the process of deriving directed safety levels	 Directed

safety levels of neighbors are ns
��� ns
��� ns
��� ns
�� where each RDSL is tagged with �	 Directed

��



safety levels for node ����� 
s�� s�� s�� s��� are calculated through a ��round process	 Initially� the

directed safety levels for node ���� are 
��������	 After round �� ns
�� � 
��� �� �� ��� ns
�� �


�� ��� �� ��� ns
�� � 
�� �� ��� ��� and ns
�� � 
�� �� �� ���	 Therefore� 
ns��� ns��� ns��� ns��� �


�� �� �� ��� and then� 
s�� s�� s�� s�� � 
�� �� �� ��	 After round �� ns
�� � 
��� �� �� ��� ns
�� �


�� ��� �� ��� ns
�� � 
�� �� ��� ��� and ns
�� � 
�� �� �� ���	 Therefore� 
ns��� ns��� ns��� ns��� �


�� �� �� ��� and then� 
s�� s�� s�� s�� � 
�� �� �� ��	

The global safety level of a node 
i	e	� safety level in the n�cube� is de�ned based on a nonde�

scending sequence of directed safety levels of neighbors� also called adjusted directed safety levels


ADSL�� based on a particular hypercube partition	 ADSL of each node is decided by an adjust�

ment process that determines a hypercube partition that can generate a highest ADSL	 An ADSL

is said to be higher than the other if each of its elements is no smaller than the corresponding one

of the other	 In addition� at least one of its elements is larger than that of the other	 Note that

the only purpose of ADSL is to derive the global safety level of the node as will be discussed later	

To determine ADSL� node u collects stabilized ns
k� � 
nsk�� nsk�� ���� nsk�n���� from neighbors

uk� where k � �� �� ���� n � �	 ns � 
ns
��� ns
��� ���� ns
n � ���T is a vector and it can also be

considered as an n	 n matrix ns�
nsij�� where i� j � �� �� ���� n� �	 ADSL� 
asi� � asi� � ���� asin���

are calculated one by one in the adjustment process	

Adjustment process

�	 k �� n� �� selected dimension �� fg	 �� initialization ��

�	 nspq �� maxfnsijji �� selected dimension� j � selected dimension 
 figg	

�� select the next as from an unselected row p ��

�	 ik �� p� asik �� minfnspq� asik��g	

�� ensuring as as a nondescending sequence and assuming asin � n ��

�	 k �� k � �� selected dimension �� selected dimension 
 fpg	

�� update for the next round of selection ��

	 If k � �� goto step �	

Figure � 
b� explains the logic behind the adjustment process� Elements in ADSL are selected

one by one in n� � rounds	 In each round� the largest element nspq 
highest safety level� from an

unselected row p in the n 	 n matrix ns is selected	 The column number q must be either p or

one of previously selected rows	 More speci�cally� initially a neighbor 
of u� with the largest nsqq

�



is selected 
i	e	� the cube is partitioned along dimension q�	 Suppose we are at an intermediate

step of the partition process and Qk was partitioned into Qk�� and Q
�

k�� along q at a previous

step	 To partition Qk�� at u� we can select dimension p such that up has the largest directed safety

level excluding dimension q� nspq� or excluding dimension p� nspp	 Note that dimension q here

should be interpreted as any dimension that has been selected	 Clearly� nspq is the safety level in

an 
n����subcube that contains Qk��	

Again� we use node ���� of Figure � 
b� to show the process of deriving adjusted safety levels	

Matrix ns shows the �nal directed safety levels of neighbors	 The following shows a ��round of

iterations to select asi� � asi� � asi� � and asi� � respectively	 In each round� directed safety levels under

consideration are underlined	 The selected element asik at round k is tagged with �	 In the �rst

round� only diagonal elements are considered	

Round � � ns 


�
BBBBBBBBB�

�  � 

 �  �

  � 

� � � �

�
CCCCCCCCCA

Round � � ns 


�
BBBBBBBBB�

�  � 

 � � �

   

� � � �

�
CCCCCCCCCA

Round  � ns 


�
BBBBBBBBB�

� � � 

 �  �

   

� � � �

�
CCCCCCCCCA

Round � � ns 


�
BBBBBBBBB�

�  � 

 �  �

   

�� � � �

�
CCCCCCCCCA

Finally� the global safety level is de�ned based on ADSL	 If 
asi� � asi� � ���� asin��� � 
�� �� ���� n����

where 
asi� � asi� � ���� asin��� is the adjusted directed safety level of u� the global safety level of u� s�

is n� otherwise� if 
asi� � asi� � ���� asil� � 
�� �� ���� l� and asil�� � l� then s � l � �	

In the example of Figure � 
b�� since the adjusted safety levels for node ���� are 
asi� � asi� � asi� �

asi�� � 
�� �� �� ��� the �nal global safety level for node ���� is �	 The calculation procedure for

DSL
�� is given as follows�

Lemma 	a� Directed safety levels can be calculated in O
n���

Proof� Without loss of generality� assume that 
ns��� ns��� ���� ns�n����n���� is the nondescending

relevant directed safety levels of neighbors for node u	 Note that sk of u is derived by applying the

��



Calculation procedure for DSL
��

�	 Initialize directed safety levels for each node	

�	 Use the decision process with reference sequence 
�� �� ���� n��� to update each directed safety

level sk based on relevant directed safety levels RDSL�s of n neighbors 
excluding the one from

the neighbor along dimension k�	

�	 Repeat step �	 n� � times	

�	 Collect n directed safety levels 
each is a vector DSL � from n neighbors	 Apply the adjustment

process to obtain adjusted directed safety levels 
a vector ADSL� for each node	

	 Use the decision process with reference sequence 
�� �� ���� n��� to determine the global safety

level GSL of each node based on ADSL of each node	

decision process to 
ns��� ns��� ���� ns�k����k���� ns�k����k���� ���� ns�n����n���� with reference sequence


�� �� ���� n � ��	 If the safety level of u 
based on De�nition �� is l � � by applying the decision

process to sequence 
ns��� ns��� ���� ns�n����n���� with reference sequence 
�� �� ���� n���� we consider

the following three cases�

�	 The sequence is of the form� 
ns��
� ��� ns��
� ��� ���� nsll
� l�� ns�l����l���
� l�� ns�l����l���


� l�� ns�l����l���
� l�� ����� any element removed from fns��� ns��� ���� ns�n����n���g in the

above sequence will generate a directed safety level of l � �	

�	 The sequence is 
ns��
� ��� ns��
� ��� ���� nsll
� l�� ns�l����l���
� l�� ns�l����l���
� l � ���

ns�l����l��� 
� l � ��� ���� ns�l�k��l�k� 
� l � k � ��� ns�l�k����l�k���
� l � k � ��� ����� any

element removed from fns��� ns��� ���� nsllg in the above sequence will generate a directed

safety level of l� k and any element removed from fns�l����l���� ns�l����l���� ���� ns�n����n���g

in the above sequence will generate a directed safety level of l � �	

�	 The sequence is 
ns��
� ��� ns��
� ��� ���� nsll
� l�� ns�l����l���
� l�� ns�l����l���
� l � ���

ns�l����l��� 
� l���� ���� ns�n����n��� 
� n����� any element removed from fns��� ns��� ���� nsllg

in the above sequence will generate a safety level of n � � and any element removed from

fns�l����l���� ns�l����l���� ���� ns�n����n���g in the above sequence will generate a safety level

of l � �	

It is clear from the analysis of the above three cases that sk�s have three distinct possible values�

��



and therefore� directed safety levels can be updated in O
n� at each round	 Therefore� after n� �

rounds� directed safety levels are calculated with a total cost of O
n��	 �

Lemma 	b� The adjustment process takes O
n���

Proof� Based on Lemma �a� there are at most three distinct values in the directed safety levels


s�� s�� s�� ���� sn��� for each node	 A simple preprocessing with a cost of O
n�� can determine

distinct values of directed safety levels of all n neighbors	 With up to three distinct values from

each row of the matrix ns� the cost of step � in the adjustment process is O
n�	 Since step � is

repeated O
n� times� the overall cost is O
n��	 �

Theorem 	� The complexity of the calculation procedure for DSL�	� is O
n��	

The proof of Theorem � can be directly derived from Lemmas �a and �b and Theorem �	

��� DSL���

Directed safety levels based on d � � initialization can be calculated in a manner similar to that

for d � � initialization	 However� this model is more e�cient in handling link faults	

For node u� the directed safety level along dimension k� sk� is initialized as follows� 
�� sk is

set to � if node u is faulty or there is an adjacent faulty link in the subcube Qn��
u� k�� which is

an 
n� ���subcube containing u and is derived by partitioning Qn along dimension k	 
�� sk is set

to � if node u cannot reach a distance�� node v in the subcube Qn��
u� k�� i	e	� two shortest paths

from u to v are blocked by faulty nodes and�or links	 
�� sk is set to n� � for all other cases	

A node is called an assigned node if one of its directed safety levels is initialized to � or �	

Otherwise� it is called an unassigned node	 A safety status in a directed safety level of a node


assigned or unassigned� is called an assigned element if it is initialized to � or �� otherwise� it is

called an unassigned element	

The procedure for directed safety levels is the same as the one for DSL
�� except that the

reference sequence is 
�� �� �� �� ���� n � ��	 Because the highest directed safety level is n � � and

the two lowest directed safety levels are � and � after initialization� a total of n � � rounds of

the decision process are needed	 The procedure for adjusted directed safety levels is the same

as the one for DSL
��	 Finally� the global safety level is given in the following decision process

with reference sequence 
�� �� �� �� ���� n � ��� If a node is an assigned node� its global safety level is

the minimum of its assigned elements	 If a node is an unassigned node and 
asi� � asi� � asi� � asi� �

��



Table �� 
a� DSL
�� in Figure � 
a� and DSL
�� in Figure � 
b�	 
b� DSL
�� in Figure � 
a�	 
c�
DSL
�� in Figure � 
b�	

node ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

DSL ������� ���� ������� ��� ������� ����� ������� �������

ADSL � ���� ������� ����� ������� ������� � �

GSL � � � � � � � �

node ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

DSL ������� ����� ������� ���� ������� ������� ������� �����

ADSL � ����� � ���� ������� � ������� ������

GSL � � � � � � � �

�a�

node ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

DSL ������� ���� ������� ��� ������� ����� ������� �������

ADSL � ���� ������� ����� ������� ������� � �

GSL � � � � � � � �

node ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

DSL ������� ����� ������� ���� ������� ������� ������� �������

ADSL � ����� � ����� ������� � � ������

GSL � � � � � � � �

�b�

node ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

DSL ������� ��� ����� ��� ���� ��� ������ ������

ADSL � ���� � ��� ���� ���� � �

GSL � � � � � � � �

node ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

DSL ������ ��� ������� ��� ����� ������� ������ ����

ADSL � ���� � ���� � � � ����

GSL � � � � � � � �

�c�
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Figure � Simulation results	

���� asin��� � 
�� �� �� �� ���� n � ��� where asi� � asi� � ���� asin�� is the adjusted directed safety level

of u� the global safety level is n� otherwise� if 
asi� � asi� � asi� � asi� � ���� asil� � 
�� �� �� �� ���� l� and

asil�� � l� then s � l � �	

The �nal safety status can be determined by exchanging the �nal directed safety levels among

neighbors	 A node is called safe if its global safety level is n� otherwise� it is unsafe	 The calculation

procedure is almost the same as the one for the directed safety level with d � � initialization� except

for the initialization phase	 Based on Theorem �� the initialization process takes O
n�� for each

node� therefore� both models have the same complexity	

��	 Examples

For the regular safety level model� we calculate the safety level for each node under di�erent

initializations	 Similarly for the directed safety level model� we calculate directed safety levels and

the global safety level for each node under di�erent initializations	 Table � shows safety levels of

nodes in Figures � 
a� and 
b� under DSL
�� and DSL
��	 In the example of Figure � 
a� with faulty

nodes only� DSL
�� is the same as DSL
��	 In the example of Figure � 
b� with a mix of node and

link faults� the order in terms of better accuracy in approximation is the following� SL
��� DSL
���

SL
��� and DSL
��	 In Table �� directed safety levels are dimensional�ordered� i	e	� 
s�� s�� s�� s���

whereas safety levels are arranged in a nondescending order� i	e	� 
asi� � asi� � asi� � asi��	

��



� Simulation

A simulation study has been conducted based on the following variables 
parameters�� 
�� n� the

dimension of hypercubes	 In our simulation� ��cubes are considered	 
�� f � the number of faults	

f from � to n are considered	 f �s 
� n� are selectively included	 
�� Three mixes of node and

link faults� all node faults� all link faults� and half link and half node faults	 Five methods are

considered� SL
��� SL
��� DSL
��� DSL
��� and global information� Opt 
i	e	� the corresponding

safe node set is the r�node set�	 Percentage of safe nodes is collected for each case	

Figure  shows the percentages of safety nodes under three di�erent distributions of faults	

When there are node faults only� results are the same for SL
�� and SL
�� 
similarly for DSL
��

and DSL
���	 Otherwise� the order in terms of increasing percentage of safe nodes is SL
��� DSL
���

SL
��� and DSL
��	 Results for DSL
�� are very close to the optimal case 
Opt�� especially when

there are link faults only	 In all cases� DSL
�� outperforms SL
�� signi�cantly� especially when the

number of faults is large 
relative to the cube size �� and when there is a mix of node and link

faults	 DSL
�� curves stay very close to those for the optimal case� especially when all faults are

link faults	

� Conclusions

We have proposed a binomial�tree�based broadcasting in an injured hypercube using the directed

safety level model	 This model is an enhancement of the safety level model which is an approxima�

tion model for optimal broadcast capability of injured hypercubes	 Simulation results have shown

a signi�cant improvement in terms of optimal broadcast capability in an injured hypercube using

the directed safety level model� compared with the one using the safety level model� although both

models exhibit the same level of asymptotic complexity	

The proposed model can be further extended	 In general� sk�k����kc can be used to represent the

broadcast capability of a node in an 
n� c��subcube excluding dimensions k�� k�� 			� kc	 Therefore�

each node has a set of safety status of di�erent levels	 fsk�k����kcg is a set of level�c safety status with

a cardinality of
�n
c

�
associated with each node	 Simulation results in this paper show that there is

not much room for improvement� for example� the gap between DSL
�� and Opt is relatively small

for a relatively small number of faults	 Therefore� the above extension is of theoretical interest only	

��
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